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Drug Development Process

Only about 2% of substances evaluated in early research make it to the market as new medicines 



Number of drugs in the R&D pipeline

Number of drugs in the

R&D pipeline worldwide

2019 vs. 2020, by

development phase

Source: https://www.statista.com/



A minimum of a 10-year plan 

It takes over 10 years and on average costs between €400 million and €1.5 billion 

before a new medicine can be made available to patients and reimbursement starts



Drug development means …



What is the rationale to initiate drug development ? 

• Scientific and Intellectual Property

– How does the drug work?

• Molecule structure and properties

• Mechanism of action

• Biological activity (bioassays, drug/target interaction, affinity, 

specificity,…)

– What data support the approach?

• Literature validation

• In-house preclinical/clinical data

– Who owns the intellectual property?



What is the rationale to initiate drug development ? 

• Disease overview and unmet medical need

– What is known about disease pathogenesis (translational medicine)?

– Where in the disease process should drug enter? Greatest unmet need?

– Is this disease part of a disease family? If so which fits best with drug and regulatory history? Is there an 
orphan approach?

– Is this disease field crowded?

– Has the indication been clinically studied before (in drug studies)?

– What is the event rate for target medical problems? (Make the statisticians happy)

– Are there “approvable” endpoints for the unmet needs?

– If not, what endpoints seem reasonable: start thinking “call with FDA” (biomarkers, pharmacogenomics, …)

– How do “approvable” endpoints vary internationally (markets, ICH)?

– Is there sufficient literature to support the endpoints?

– Are there measurable quality of life factors?

– How could a clinical/scientific advisory board help? Key meetings?



What is the rationale to initiate drug development ? 

• Market opportunity
– Market size and competitive landscape

• How many patients in key markets?

– Patients living with the disease

– New cases per year

– Market growth rate

– Market segmentation

• Sales forecast

– What is the treatment model (type/duration/ treatment cycles)

– Target price for treatment per patient



What is the rationale to initiate drug development ? 

• Market opportunity

– Target Product Profile (TPP) and Positionning
Scientific rationale? Preclinical support?

Toxicology/PK complete? Acute vs. chronic indication?

Current therapy unsatisfactory? Unmet needs?

Clear diagnostic criteria? Target population or subpopulation (market)?

Preliminary clinical plan? Anticipated safety profile, drug interactions?

Regulatory Plan/ Opportunity (Orphan?) Endpoints (with estimate of benefit)?

Manufacturing/stability/COG issues? Route of administration?

Target dose/formulation/concentration? Anticipated storage conditions?

Desired shelf life? FDA guidelines available?

International objectives/coordination Active non-profit, foundation?

Competition? Patents?



What is the rationale to initiate drug development ? 

• Market opportunity

– Target Product Profile (TPP) and Positionning



What is the rationale to initiate drug development ? 

• Production and Quality

– Supplies for R&D, pre-clinical and clinical

– Quality and comparability (GLP, GMP)

– Formulation and stability studies

– Analytical methods

– Bioassays to support R&D, pre-clinical and clinical



What is the rationale to initiate drug development ? 

• Regulatory 
– Scientific advice and guidelines

• What points need scientific advice? 

• Disease specific guidelines

• ICH guidelines

– Regulatory implementation
• Orphan Drug Status

• Regulatory strategy in key markets

• Implication for clinical plan



Development milestones

18-24mo 3-5 y15-18mo36-51mo



Discover, Validate and Develop



Discover – Drug Discovery and Research

Historically, drugs were mostly found by identifying active ingredients from traditional medicines or purely by

chance.

Afterward, classical pharmacology was used to investigate chemical libraries including small molecules, natural

products, or plant extracts, and find those with therapeutic effects.

Since human DNA was sequenced, reverse pharmacology has found remedies to existing diseases through

testing.

Today drug discovery (due to disease processes, molecular compound tests, existing treatments with

unanticipated effects and new technologies) involves screening hits, medicinal chemistry, and optimization of hits to

reduce potential drug side effects (increasing affinity and selectivity). Efficacy or potency, metabolic stability (half-life), and

oral bioavailability are also improved in this step of the drug development process.

Drug discovery is how new 

medications are discovered



Discover – Drug Discovery and Research

1. Target Identification & Validation 12-18 months

→ Find a therapeutic agent (gene or protein) that plays a significant

role in disease

→ What will the drug affect ?

Targets are efficacious, safe, usable as drugs, and capable of meeting

clinical and commercial requirements.

Researchers use disease association, bioactive molecules, cell-based

models, protein interactions, signalling pathways analysis, and functional

analysis of genes to validate targets, or in vitro genetic manipulation,

antibodies, and chemical genomics.

→ Use of computer modelling

The Sanger Whole Genome CRISPER library and Duolink PLA are excellent

sources for drug discovery targets.

Target product criteria

https://www.sanger.ac.uk/news/view/2015-01-29-crispr-collaboration-aims-to-speed-drug-discovery
https://www.sigmaaldrich.com/life-science/cell-biology/antibodies/duolink-and-pla-technology.html


Discover – Drug Discovery and Research

2. Hit Discovery Process and Screening

→ Once there is some understanding of the role of a certain target in disease, the issue becomes how to act on the target

in order to change the course of disease.

The process of finding a new drug against a chosen target for a particular disease usually involves high-throughput screening (HTS), 

wherein large libraries of chemicals are tested for their ability to modify the target.

Another important function of HTS is to show how selective the compounds are for the chosen target, as one wants to find a molecule 

which will interfere with only the chosen target, but not other, related targets.



Discover – Drug Discovery and Research

3. Hit to Lead 6-9 months 

In the Hit to Lead process, small molecule hits from an HTS are evaluated and optimized in a limited way into lead compounds.

These compounds then move on to the lead optimization process.

→ 10000+ compounds screened ! 

Different methods used for Hit to Lead

- Random methods

- High throughput screening of compound libraries

- High throughput screening of natural extracts (yeast, bacteria, mammalian system etc.)

- Rational methods

- Structure guided drug design

- Chemical synthesis

- Database mining

- Virtual screening

- Competitor compound similarity

- Mechanistic insight



Discover – Drug Discovery and Research

4. Lead Optimization 18-24 months 

→ Which compound to test ? 

In the lead optimization process, the lead compounds discovered in the Hit to Lead process are synthesized and modified to improve 

potency and reduce side effects. 

Lead optimization conducts experimental testing using animal efficacy models and tools, designing the drug candidate.

The drug discovery

process ends when

one lead compound

is found for a drug

candidate, and the

process of drug

development starts



Discover – Drug Discovery and Research  

PROCESS 



Validate - Pre Clinical
• Efficacy Studies

– in vitro disease model

– in vivo transgenic mice model

• Toxicology Studies
– Local tolerability using relevant route of administration

– Single dose acute toxicity or dose escalation study in two species

– Repeated dose toxicity in one rodent and one non-rodent model

(Should equal or exceed the duration of Phase I/II studies: minimum 2 weeks, maximum 12 months; 
generally 1-3 months for biotech products)

– Genotoxicity and repro-toxicity studies. Depends on inclusion of pregnant females and females of 
childbearing potential in Phase I/II trials

• If included: complete all female reproductive toxicity and genotoxicity studies prior to Phase I/II studies. Pre-and 
postnatal development study prior to marketing approval.

• If excluded (males & females): Not required if repeated dose toxicity studies including evaluation of male and 
female reproductive organs have been done.

– Carcinogenicity/Juvenile animals safety (only for pediatric trials)

• Pharmacokinetic (PK) /Pharmacodynamic (PD) 

= Safety Pharmacology Studies
– PK: peak concentration, half-life, bioavailability & drug metabolism (metabolites), Absorption, Distribution, 

Metabolism, and Elimination (ADME)

– PD: drug-receptor interaction



From pre clinical to clinical testing

• IND (Investigational New Drug) Application  
– A description of the preclinical work 

– The chemical structure 

– How it is thought in the body 

– Side effects 

– Manufacturing information 

– Clinical plan 

→ Feedback from FDA 



Develop - Clinical

In different phases of clinical trials, dosing, 

safety and efficacy are tested in an increasing 

number of patients 



Develop – Clinical - Phase I trials

• Test population: 20-80 healthy volunteers*
*If the clinical trials are investigating cancer or rare diseases, the phase I trials may enrol these patients rather than
healthy volunteers.

• Purpose: determine safety and dosage - Is the treatment safe?

– Dose escalation to find the highest dose humans can take without serious side effects.

– Phase I trials look at what the drug does to the body and what the body does with the drug.

– It also investigates if it is safe to use in combination with other medications.

– In addition to evaluating safety and ideal dosage, investigators also look at the best way to administer
the drug, such as orally, intravenously, or topically.

– Placebos (inactive treatments) are not used in phase I trials

• According to the FDA, an estimated 70%1 of drugs move from phase I to phase II.

1. U.S. Food & Drug Administration website: https://www.fda.gov/ForPatients/Approvals/Drugs/ucm405622.htm Published January 2018. Accessed November 2020.



Develop – Clinical - Phase II trials

• What happens in Phase II trials is similar to what happens in phase I, except the duration of the study and the number of
participants is greater, using the dose and method found to be the safest and most effective in phase I studies.

• Test population: 100-300 patients who are living with the condition that the new medication is meant to treat.

• Purpose: determine efficacy, safety and optimal dosing - Does the treatment work?

– Some of the information measured is related to the how the new method or medication works against the target health condition.

– Participants are monitored for several months or years for how effective the study treatment is on the targeted health condition to
determine how safe it is for the patient.

– While phase II involves more participants than earlier phases, it’s still not large enough to demonstrate the overall safety of a
medication. However, the data collected during this phase helps investigators come up with methods for conducting phase III.

– Usually in a phase II clinical trials, everyone gets the same dose. But some phase II studies randomly assign people to different
treatment groups (different doses or in different ways).

– Clinical trials in phase II can be randomized, blinded, and placebo- or active-controlled to ensure finding the best study treatment
available.

• According to the FDA, an estimated 33%1 of drugs move from phase II to phase III.

1. U.S. Food & Drug Administration website: https://www.fda.gov/ForPatients/Approvals/Drugs/ucm405622.htm Published January 2018. Accessed November 2020.



Develop – Clinical - Phase III trials

• Test population: 300-3000 participants who have the condition that the new medication is meant to treat.
• Trials in this phase can last for several years.
• Purpose: evaluate how the new medication works in comparison to existing medications for the same

condition - Is it better than what’s already available?

– To move forward with the trial, investigators need to demonstrate that the medication is at least as safe and effective as
existing treatment options.

– To do this, investigators use a process called randomization. This involves randomly choosing some participants to
receive the new medication and others to receive an existing medication. Note that Phase III trials are usually double-
blind, which means that neither the participant nor the investigator knows which medication the participant is taking. This
helps to eliminate bias when interpreting results.

– Due to the larger number of participants and longer duration or phase III, rare and long-term side effects are more likely
to show up during this phase and possibly other things such as quality of life or survival.

– By testing multiple study treatments, researchers can see, for example, how new and existing treatments can be best
used to treat the health condition in question

– Enables medication labelling and instructions for proper drug use.

– While not required in all cases, it is typically expected that there be at least two successful phase III trials, demonstrating
a drug's safety and efficacy, in order to obtain approval from the appropriate regulatory agencies such as FDA, or
the EMA.

• If phase III is completed successfully, as are approximately 25%-30%1 of such studies the new method or
study treatment can be submitted to the regulatory agency for approval and eventual use by the general
population.

1. U.S. Food & Drug Administration website: https://www.fda.gov/ForPatients/Approvals/Drugs/ucm405622.htm Published January 2018. Accessed November 2020.



From Phase III to Phase IV - US

• NDA (New Drug Application)

– In the United States, when phase III clinical trials (or sometimes phase II trials) show a
new drug is more effective or safer than the current treatment, a new drug application
(NDA) is submitted to the FDA for approval. The FDA reviews the results from the clinical
trials and other relevant information.

– Based on the review, the FDA decides whether to approve the treatment for use in
patients with the illness the drug was tested on. If approved, the new treatment often
becomes a standard of care, and newer drugs may be tested against it before they can
be approved.

– If the FDA feels that more evidence is needed to show that the new treatment's benefits
outweigh its risks, it may ask for more information or even require that more studies be
done.



From Phase III to Phase IV - Europe

• MAA (Marketing Authorization Application)

- If the phase 2 and 3 trials meet their objectives, and/or the benefit/risk ratio

of the medicine is favourable for a specific indication/ disease condition, the

CT sponsor, commonly a pharmaceutical company, submits an application

containing in depth information on the safety, efficacy and manufacturing

(quality) of the medicine to a Competent Health Authority.

- A successful application results in a marketing authorisation for the

medicine in that specific indication/ disease condition



Develop – Clinical - Phase IV trials

• Test population: several thousand of participants who have the condition that the new
medication is meant to treat in real life.

• Phase IV clinical trials happen after the FDA has approved medication

• Trials in this phase can last for several years.

• Purpose: get more information about long-term safety, effectiveness, and determine the long-

term benefits and risks - What else do we need to know?

– Most often, phase IV studies are observational studies that collect data from real-life patients who are

taking a medication as prescribed by their doctors.

– These studies may also look at other aspects of the treatment, such as quality of life or cost effectiveness.

– Phase 4 clinical studies are usually performed by the pharmaceutical or biotechnology companies that

manufacture the study treatment.

– Sometimes, regulatory agencies like the FDA approve a treatment for marketing only if the effects of the

treatment are further monitored in phase 4 trials. This may happen if previously untested groups of patients

experience adverse reactions to the treatment.

– Patients can get the drugs used in a phase IV trial without being in a study. And the care patients would get

in a phase IV study is very much like the care they could expect if they were to get the treatment outside of

a trial. But in phase IV studies they’re helping researchers learn more about the treatment and doing a

service to future patients



Common misconceptions about clinical trials

• How placebos are used: While some trials do use a placebo, in an
interventional trial, often times patients are either given the new treatment or
the current standard of care. Either way, the research team will always fully
inform the patients how the study works ahead of time.

• All trials test newly developed treatments: Not all trials test brand new
treatments. Some trials are observational and simply work to collect
information to inform research down the line. Other trials may test treatments
that have already been FDA approved for another condition, but are looking to
be approved in additional diseases.

• Only drugs are tested in trials: Clinical trials don’t just test drugs. They test
devices such as insulin pumps or health trackers as well.



In other words,…

• QUALITY – NO COMPROMISE
– Biotech/Pharma are highly regulated

– Patient safety

– Drug efficacy

• COST: new drug range development cost $350 million - $5.5 billion
– High pressure on cost

• Innovation R&D
• Clinical trials
• Gross margin
• Reimbursement
• More business alliances to share risk

• TIME: 1 day is $1 million !
– Many clocks are ticking:

• Patients

• Investors / Shareholders

• Competitors

• Business partners

• Health Authorities



And keep in mind … 



THANK YOU !



Next webinar
Patient engagement in clinical development

Tuesday 23rd February, 3pm CET

Speaker: Jan Geissler

Registration Link

https://zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_PbclaB6dRkenMhiiib12qw



Glossary

• Observational Trials

– Allow researchers to follow a patient’s health to learn more about a 

condition.

– Patients generally continue their current treatment.

– An example of an observational trial would be a patient tracking their 

symptoms daily in a journal.

• Interventional Trials

– These test new treatments or devices, or new ways of using existing 

treatments.

– Interventional trials offer patients the opportunity to access treatments not 

yet available through standard care.



Glossary

• In randomized trials, researchers want to determine the best option among
several choices, and they randomly assign each patient to a particular study
treatment and compare the results between the different study treatments.

• Trials can also be blinded, meaning that the participants do not know what
study treatment they are receiving to ensure effectiveness and impartiality of
the study treatment.

• Some trials are placebo-controlled, meaning that some participants will get
a placebo or “sugar-pill” and not the medication or study treatment under
investigation.

• Other trials are active-controlled, meaning that some participants will get a
study treatment that is already available for the targeted health condition.



Summary


